Sports Gaming Rules – Type C Sports Gaming
(Lottery Sports Gaming)

The three rules located here are the extent of the Ohio Casino Control Commission’s planned rulemaking on type C sports gaming—defined in the statute as lottery sports gaming. If you are seeking information beyond what is proposed in these three rules—you may wish to visit the Ohio Lottery Commission’s sports gaming webpage, as the Lottery Commission is the agency tasked with that authority and has been putting information out via its webpage.
Rule 3775-4-04 | Type C sports gaming proprietor licensure.

(A) An applicant for an initial or renewal type C sports gaming proprietor license must complete and submit the appropriate form(s) required by the commission and pay a nonrefundable application fee of fifteen thousand dollars and all fees necessary to cover the cost of any required criminal-records checks.

(B) An applicant for an initial or renewal type C sports gaming proprietor license must establish, by clear and convincing evidence, the applicant’s suitability for licensure.

(C) In determining whether to grant, maintain, or renew a type C sports gaming proprietor license, the commission will evaluate and consider the following factors, in addition to those set forth in division (C) of 3775.03 and divisions (B) and (C) of section 3775.041 of the Revised Code:

1. Whether the type C sports gaming proprietor and any person that controls it possesses good character, honesty, and integrity;

2. Whether the type C sports gaming proprietor and any person that controls it possesses financial stability, integrity, and responsibility;

3. The extent to which the type C sports gaming proprietor and any person that controls it have cooperated with the commission in connection with the background investigation;

4. The extent to which the type C sports gaming proprietor and any person that controls it have provided accurate and complete information as required by the commission;

5. The suitability of any material person, as determined by the executive director;

6. The reputation and business experience of the type C sports gaming proprietor;

7. Whether the type C sports gaming proprietor has entered into agreements to offer sports gaming at type C sports gaming host facilities, subject to regulatory approvals;

8. Whether the type C sports gaming proprietor has been issued a comparable sports gaming license in another gaming jurisdiction with similar licensing requirements, as determined by the commission;

9. The prospective total revenue to be collected by the state for the conducting of sports gaming;

10. The prospective total taxable income to be earned by the type C sports gaming proprietor’s employees in the state;

11. The extent to which the type C sports gaming proprietor contributes to the economic development in the state; and
(12) The extent to which the type C sports gaming proprietor has complied with the requirements of Chapters 3770. and 3772. and 3775. of the Revised Code and the rules adopted thereunder.

(D) A type C sports gaming proprietor license expires five years after the date of licensure.

(E) A type C sports gaming proprietor may request renewal of the license by completing and submitting the appropriate form(s) required by the commission no less than one hundred eighty days before the expiration of the license.

(F) Upon approval by the commission, at a meeting held under section 3772.02 of the Revised Code, an applicant for an initial or renewal type C sports gaming proprietor license must:

1. Pay the nonrefundable license fees as outlined in division (E)(3) of section 3775.04 of the Revised Code;

2. Post and maintain a surety bond of an amount necessary to cover all future license fees owed, payable to the state, which must be issued by a surety that is licensed to do business in this state, as required by division (E) of section 3775.04 of the Revised Code; and

3. Enter into a valid contract with the state lottery commission to operate lottery sports gaming pursuant to Chapters 3770. and 3775. of the Revised Code. Failure to enter into or to maintain a contract with the state lottery commission may be cause for administrative action against the licensee.

(G) In the event the application fee paid by a type C sports gaming proprietor is insufficient to cover the actual costs of investigating the suitability of the applicant or the persons that control it, the commission may assess additional fees to cover the costs of the investigation that exceed the application fee paid under this chapter.

(H) Unless otherwise approved by the executive director, all fees must be submitted to the commission in the form of an electronic funds transfer payable to the treasurer of the state of Ohio.

(I) If the executive director determines at any time that a type C sports gaming proprietor licensee has not actively offered sports gaming to patrons under the license for a continued period of one year or more, administrative action to revoke the applicable license will be taken against the licensee. Notice of the proposed action and an opportunity for hearing will be provided in the manner prescribed under Chapter 119. of the Revised Code and Chapter 3772-21 of the Administrative Code. Such administrative action will not affect any other sports gaming proprietor licenses that are held by the licensee.

(J) The applicant should clearly identify those portions of the application that it deems to be confidential, proprietary commercial information, trade secrets, or otherwise not subject to public disclosure. Information provided as part of the application and licensing process is open
to public inspection to the extent provided by the Ohio Public Records Act and section 3775.14 of the Revised Code.
Rule 3775-4-07 | Type C sports gaming host licensure.

(A) An applicant for an initial or renewal type C sports gaming host license must apply for licensure via the state of Ohio eLicense website at www.elicense.ohio.gov, comply with all instructions, and pay a non-refundable application fee of one thousand dollars. This application fee will be credited as payment of the type C gaming host’s license fee, as prescribed by division (C) of section 3775.06 of the Revised Code.

(B) In determining whether to grant, maintain, or renew a type C sports gaming host license, the commission will evaluate and consider the following factors:

1. Whether the applicant has been issued a valid D-1, D-2, or D-5 liquor permit under Chapter 4303. of the Revised Code;

2. Whether the applicant has been issued a valid lottery sales agent license under Chapter 3770. of the Revised Code;

3. Whether the applicant has or will enter into an agreement with a type C sports gaming proprietor to offer sports gaming at its facility, subject to regulatory approval;

4. Whether the state lottery commission recommends the applicant be issued the license; and

5. Whether the applicant has complied with the requirements of Chapters 3770. and 3772. and 3775. of the Revised Code and the rules adopted thereunder.

(C) A type C sports gaming host may offer sports gaming through a different type C sports gaming proprietor than the one identified in the applicant’s initial license application during the period of the license, subject to the terms of any governing agreement with the type C sports gaming proprietor.

(D) An applicant for a type C sports gaming host license is not required to undergo a criminal background check or suitability investigation to be issued the license.

(E) The commission, at a meeting held under section 3772.02 of the Revised Code, will determine whether the applicant is eligible for the license and whether the applicant has complied with the requirements of Chapters 3772. and 3775. of the Revised Code and the rules adopted thereunder.

(F) A type C sports gaming host license expires three years after the date of licensure.

(G) A type C gaming host licensee may request renewal of the license by completing and submitting the appropriate form(s) required by the commission no less than one hundred twenty days before the expiration of the license.

(H) The applicant should clearly identify those portions of the application that it deems to be confidential, proprietary commercial information, trade secrets, or otherwise not subject to
public disclosure. Information provided as part of the application and licensing process is open to public inspection to the extent provided by the Ohio Public Records Act and section 3775.14 of the Revised Code.
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Rule 3775-19-01 | Type C sports gaming proprietor duties.

(A) Type C sports gaming proprietors must only comply with this rule and chapters 3775-1 and 3775-4 of Agency 3775 of the Administrative Code.

(B) A type C sports gaming proprietor who wishes to install more than two terminals in any type C gaming host facility must submit a request to the Commission, in a manner prescribed by the executive director, no later than seven days before the planned installation. The executive director may disallow the installment if it would undermine the integrity of sports gaming in this state.

(C) A type C sports gaming proprietor must notify the commission, in a manner prescribed by the executive director, of any changes in which type C gaming host facilities it intends to conduct sports gaming.

(D) Type C sports gaming proprietors must comply with any sports gaming rules adopted by the state lottery commission under Chapters 3770. and 3775. of the Revised Code.

(E) In addition to any contractual remedies the state lottery commission may pursue, failure of a type C sports gaming proprietor to adhere to Chapters 3770. or 3775. of the Revised Code or any applicable rules adopted thereunder may subject the type C proprietor to sanctions under section 3772.04 of the Revised Code and rule 3775-1-08 of the Administrative Code.